Tuareg necklace
from Marrakech,
Morocco

view

Antique kilim from
Krakow, Poland
FOCUS

Deluxe vest,
Bazaar

FASHION
CARAVAN

Whether on the hunt for the perfect rug or finding
potential in a potato chip truck, a love for travel has
spurred these brands to think beyond boundaries

Rena Thiagarajan

Shibori scarf from
Kanazawa, Japan

Project Bly

Necklace,
Forest of
Chintz

RENA
THIAGARAJAN

What if you could visit the world’s
famous, exciting and unpredictable
street markets—from Marrakech to
Hanoi—at the click of a mouse? Rena
Thiagarajan had just that idea.
Bag, Sarah’s Bag

Joey Wolffer

The Styleliner

JOEY WOLFFER

Fashion on wheels? The Styleliner is a
mobile destination that used to be a
potato chip truck. Joey Wolffer tells
us how she accelerated her innovative
fashion dream.
BREAKING IN: “I was in a corporate
fashion job and I felt restricted in what
I was designing. My travels made me
realise that there were small, talented
designers who weren’t getting exposure
in the States.”
HEELS ON WHEELS: “I had always
wanted to launch my own brand and was
inspired by the food truck phenomenon.
It was a great way to get my products
out there without relying on brick and
mortar and e-commerce. When I first
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Dress,
Christophe
Sauvat

started, mine was
one of the few
fashion trucks around
and it was difficult to get the customer
to purchase anything. We have grown
about 40 per cent each year in sales
and even launched our own line.”
TAKING STOCK: “My look is
always a mixture of bohemian and
glam. I love juxtaposing unexpected
prints and materials.”
JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME:
“Morocco! So much colour, textures,
the textiles and the smells… We rented
a car and drove through the desert
and mountains. I got engaged in the
middle of the Sahara Desert just as the
sun was starting to rise!”
Thestyleliner.com
—Priyanka Khanna

How did the idea come about?
It all began with a rug. I was looking
for a one-of-a-kind rug with character
for my new home, and found one only
after months of exhaustive internet
searches. Project Bly was born out of
my frustration with the search process.
I love knowing where things come from
and get a thrill out of learning about the
history of a place and the story of the
people who made or loved it before me.
What have you learned from your
adventures?
That people everywhere are kind
and generous. From Uzbekistan to
Morocco, Malaysia to Mexico, I have
been invited into more homes and had
more cups of tea than I can count.
How do you select your
destinations?
Project Bly visits four to six cities a year,
and picks a city from different regions
(South America, Asia, Africa, etc),
based on their history as well as the kind
of street culture they offer—from food
to art and fashion.
Why street markets in particular?
Besides giving insight into the beat and
soul of a city, markets are a wonderful
place to find handcrafted pieces with a
unique story. Projectbly.com
—Pahull Bains >
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WHO: “We started Muzungu Sisters
in order to promote handmade
items from local artisans around the
world,” says Dana Alikhani, one half of
Muzungu Sisters. The idea for the site
first came about in 2009 when Alikhani
and friend Tatiana Santo Domingo
were both living in New York.
WHAT: Alikhani was finishing her
Master’s in human rights and wanted
to start an online portal that would
promote workers’ rights and fair labour
practices by supporting artisans in
various communities, while Santo
Domingo was at Vanity Fair. The latter
had long wanted to travel, collect
pieces from around the world and
curate a website, so they decided
to merge the two ideas together. In
October 2011 they officially launched
their online store and first pop-up shop
in London. They also curate pop-up
shops in different cities.
WHERE: These ladies have clocked
some serious frequent-flier miles.
For Santo Domingo, the 7 Colour
Mountains and the Salinas Grandes
salt flats were eye-opening. “We were
blown away by northwestern Argentina,
especially when contrasted with Buenos
Aires, which feels old-world European
in parts,” Alikhani says before dwelling
on their love for India and Peru. “We
still have so many countries to visit:
Guatemala, Vietnam, South Africa,
Kenya, Ethiopia, but our travel plans
have been sidelined momentarily as
both Tatiana and I have young babies,
which makes travelling to such faraway
places slightly difficult!” she adds.
WHAT’S NEXT: After collaborations
with labels like Missoni and Delphine
Delafon, and a few more in the
pipeline, the friends are hoping that
the label continues to grow, keeping
in mind the artisanal and handmade
nature of the products. “We started
very small, so we are trying to grow our
business slowly…” says Santo Domingo.
Muzungusisters.com
—Priyanka Khanna
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Mehera Blum
carrying the
‘Nadine’
oversized
clutch

Blumera

MEHERA
BLUM

Inspired by founder Mehera
Blum’s travels to different
countries, Blumera contains,
within each collection, elements
of the locations’ indigenous
handiwork and craftsmanship.
“Every country I go to
informs my designs in some
way,” says Blum. “For S/S ’15
I designed in Thailand (I was
inspired by the country’s hill
tribes) and manufactured in
LA. Next season I am doing it
here in India. I want to do more
collections in India as there are
so many things that are unique
to this country and the skills of
its artisans.”
The brand’s embroidered
laptop cases, handbags and
totes are the perfect choice for
an itinerant lifestyle. Her latest
collection, Nadine, is a vegan
line that uses embroidered
fabrics from the Golden
Triangle of Southeast Asia,
hand-carved brass hardware
from Balinese jewellers, and the
craftsmanship of local artisans
of California.
“Blumera is made with love
and that is the brand’s USP,”
says Blum. “There are no airs
around it. It was born in a very
natural way and the brand has
grown as such.” Blumera.com ■
—Pahull Bains

Tatiana
Santo
Domingo
and Dana
Alikhani

‘Sonia’
bolero in
alpaca

‘Vera’ clutch

Silk embroidered
dress

‘Nadine’ laptop tote

